Solve the diagnostic puzzle

Advanced PC based diagnostics to keep you working now and in the future

Tuning a car’s engine used to be simple, you connected it to your big old engine analyser and gave it a Crypton Tune. Is today’s vehicle technology making you feel more Krypton Factor than Crypton Tune? Crypton are proud to present the very latest in vehicle diagnostic technology, if you need to crack a fault code, you need Cypher

www.cryptontechnology.com
Designed and manufactured by Crypton, a company that's been tuning and diagnosing for nearly 100 years.

Windows based platforms are becoming an increasingly common sight in workshops today. They offer an ideal platform for a wide variety of diagnostic and information software. The CYPHER system from Crypton can come neatly packaged as a complete kit that can include either the Quad Pad, a standard laptop or even on its own to be used with your own laptop. How you buy it is up to you....

Both European and Asian vehicle manufacturers are covered with an impressive depth of coverage. Using a Windows based operating system, navigation around the system via icons and menu screens are straightforward. Choosing the manufacturer, model and engine management system from the menus Cypher will tell which connection lead to use (plus any adapters for older vehicles) and the location of the diagnostic socket.

The system will display and clear fault codes, and extract live data. Live data is a particularly useful feature for a more in depth analysis of vehicle problems. Cypher has particularly easy to use live data functionality. The menus will list available systems that can be accessed and the data can be displayed either numerically or as a histograph. This graph format plots the operation of a sensor over a short period of time. You can view up to four plots at any one time in this mode, and this system is able to take 'snap shots' of the live data.
Advanced PC Diagnostics

- High Impact rugged interface module
- Live readings shown in numeric or graphical form for easy analysis
- Clear navigation through procedures and tests
- Regular and easy to load updates
- Wide Manufacturer and function coverage
- Vehicle Data Information Link
- USB Connection to PC
- Wireless or cabled versions
- Continuous Operation regardless of update version
- Reads/Clears Fault codes and displays fault code descriptions
- Actuator Testing
- Auto System ID (where available)
- Optional Legacy cable kit for Pre EOBD vehicles

Flexible configuration to suit your requirement and budget
- Wired Module for use on your own PC or Laptop
- Wireless Module complete with Laptop
- Wireless Module and Mobile Tablet
Phone to arrange a demonstration

E & O E. The Company reserves the right to introduce improvements in design or specification without prior notice.

Apply for the Cypher functionality CD now!

Alfa Romeo, Audi, BMW, Citroen, Fiat, Ford, GM, Honda, Hyundai, Innocenti, Lancia, Land Rover, Mazda, Mercedes, MG Rover, Mini, Mitsubishi, Nissan, Peugeot, Proton, Renault, Saab, Seat, Skoda, Toyota, Volvo, VW

sales@cryptontech.com
Tel: +44 (0)844 665 7613
www.cryptontech.com